MEMORANDUM
November 12, 2019
To:

Members of the Committee on Oversight and Reform

Fr:

Acting Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney

Re:

Update on Investigation of Census Citizenship Question Since House Held
Attorney General Barr and Commerce Secretary Ross in Contempt of Congress

Before he passed away, Chairman Elijah E. Cummings directed Committee staff to
continue investigating the Trump Administration’s false rationale for adding a citizenship
question to the 2020 Census. He strongly believed that the Constitution requires the Census to
be conducted in a professional, nonpartisan manner, and he was extremely troubled by the
Trump Administration’s efforts to politicize the Census and impair its accuracy. He was
particularly disturbed by the repeated false statements that Administration officials made to
Congress, the courts, and the country. In the face of the Administration’s unprecedented
obstruction and baseless legal arguments, Chairman Cummings believed that Congress must
press forward to protect the integrity of the Census and to inform Congress’ legislative options
going forward. He believed that these are among Congress’ most fundamental responsibilities
under the Constitution. 1
This memorandum provides Committee Members with an update on the Committee’s
investigation since the House of Representatives voted to hold Attorney General William Barr
and Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross in contempt for refusing to produce documents in
response to bipartisan subpoenas issued by the Committee.
Rep. Cummings began investigating the Administration’s effort to add a citizenship
question soon after Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross first publicly announced it on March 26,
2018. Secretary Ross claimed repeatedly—in sworn testimony to Congress, in public statements,
and in court filings—that he was adding the citizenship question “solely” at the request of the
Department of Justice (DOJ) to help enforce the Voting Rights Act (VRA). This explanation
made little sense because DOJ had never needed such data before to enforce the VRA. As the
Supreme Court later concluded, and as the contemporaneous record demonstrates, that
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The Constitution expressly grants Congress the authority to determine the manner in which the Census is
conducted, and House Rules place oversight and legislative responsibility for the Census with this Committee. The
Committee also has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time.”

explanation was false—a “contrived” and “pretextual” diversion from the true rationale for the
decision.
The Constitution requires the Census to count every person—not just citizens.
Congressional districts are based on total population, and many federal programs allocate
funding based on total population. At the time Secretary Ross announced his decision, experts
warned that adding a citizenship question would harm the accuracy of the Census, thereby
undermining the explicit goal of the Constitution to obtain a national count of all persons.
Secretary Ross and others denied repeatedly that their effort was related in any way to legislative
redistricting or apportionment.
In the exercise of its authority to oversee the administration of the Census, the Committee
requested key documents and testimony from the Department of Commerce and DOJ. Both
Departments refused to comply, claiming that they could not do so while there was litigation
pending regarding the citizenship question. Because the Supreme Court had previously rejected
this rationale for refusing to comply as baseless, the Committee voted on a bipartisan basis to
issue subpoenas to both Departments for certain key documents. Even in the face of these
subpoenas, however, Secretary Ross and Attorney General Barr continued to insist that the
Committee had to wait to receive these documents until the Supreme Court ruled on the
citizenship question case.
On June 27, 2019, the Supreme Court ruled that the Administration could not go forward
with its plan to add a citizenship question because it violated the law and because the VRA
rationale offered by the Administration was not the true reason for the attempted addition.
Even after the Supreme Court ruled, however, Secretary Ross and Attorney General Barr
continued to defy the Committee’s bipartisan subpoenas and refused to produce key documents.
As a result of the Administration’s obstruction, the House of Representatives voted on July 17,
2019, to hold both Attorney General Barr and Secretary Ross in contempt of Congress.
Since the contempt vote, neither the Commerce Department nor DOJ has produced any
documents responsive to the subpoenas, and neither has attempted to resolve outstanding
questions regarding the Administration’s broad “protective” assertion of privilege over all
remaining responsive documents.
Despite the refusal of the Commerce Department and DOJ to cooperate, the Committee
has continued its investigation over the past several months, obtaining documents and
information from other sources. The Committee’s investigation seeks to determine why the
Administration fought so hard to add a citizenship question that experts warned would impair the
accuracy of the Census, why the Administration provided a false narrative to Congress, the
courts, and the public, and who else was involved in these actions.
Because the Committee’s requests for documents have gone unfulfilled, however, the
Committee is unable to complete its investigation. The documents that the Committee has
subpoenaed go to the heart of the Committee’s investigative interests: they reflect the reasons
and process for developing the citizenship question, the coordination between the Commerce
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Department and DOJ to create the “pretextual” rationale, and the involvement of internal and
outside parties in implementing the question.
The Committee’s investigation is urgent because it may lead to legislative reforms to
safeguard the 2020 Census and to prevent similar maladministration in the future. Although the
citizenship question will not be added to the 2020 Census, its attempted adoption has raised a
number of live concerns relating to potential political influences on the nonpartisan Census
process, the Commerce Department’s willingness to compromise an accurate enumeration, and
both the Commerce Department’s and DOJ’s willingness to misrepresent their actions in
connection with the Census.
Depending on the Committee’s findings regarding the processes that led to the addition
of the citizenship question, Congress may need to direct the Commerce Department’s use of
resources relating to the Census, require enhanced disclosures or oversight, cabin the authority
and powers granted under the Census Act, or take other responsive actions. However, the
Committee cannot effectively remediate issues affecting the 2020 Census without first
understanding how and why Census procedures and disclosures were compromised with respect
to the citizenship question.
The investigation has also raised serious questions about whether agency officials had an
unconstitutional motive for their actions and whether they might now be taking further
surreptitious action to achieve that same result. Evidence obtained by the Committee indicates
that the Administration may have been trying to stop immigrants from being counted in the
Census or in legislative districts, which one Republican operative concluded would be
“advantageous to Republicans and Non-Hispanic Whites.”
Many Trump Administration officials who pushed for the citizenship question are still in
place today and may be overseeing components of the upcoming 2020 Census. It is this
Committee’s responsibility to exercise its oversight authority to ensure that the Trump
Administration acts to further the Census’s constitutional goals—not to hinder them. As
Chairman Cummings explained in connection with the contempt vote, the Committee is
responsible for ensuring that the Census is “run by nonpartisan experts based on their
professional experience—not manipulated by political appointees as part of a political influence
and interference operation.” 2
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Committee on Oversight and Reform, Committee Votes on Bipartisan Basis to Hold Barr and Ross in
Contempt (June 12, 2019) (online at https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/committee-votes-on-bipartisanbasis-to-hold-barr-and-ross-in-contempt).
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I.

BACKGROUND

On March 26, 2018, Secretary Ross announced that he was adding a citizenship question
to the 2020 Census in response to a request from DOJ on December 12, 2017. 3 DOJ’s request
claimed that the citizenship question was needed to help enforce the VRA. 4 Secretary Ross
testified that he was adding the question “solely” at the request of DOJ to enforce the VRA. 5
On March 27, 2018—the day after Secretary Ross’ announcement—then-Ranking
Member Cummings called for the Committee to investigate this decision. 6 In April and May
2018, he sent letters to the Department of Commerce and DOJ seeking documents. 7 In June and
August 2018, Committee Democrats wrote to Secretary Ross, requesting responses to questions
regarding the Secretary’s misleading testimony. Neither Department produced any of the
documents responsive to these requests.
When Democrats took control of the House in 2019, the Committee requested documents
from the Department of Commerce on January 8, 2019, and from DOJ on February 14, 2019. 8
Both Departments obstructed and delayed the Committee for months despite repeated attempts to
accommodate their interests. On April 2, 2019, following a bipartisan vote, the Committee
3

Letter from Secretary Wilbur Ross, Jr., Department of Commerce, to Karen Dunn Kelley, Under
Secretary for Economic Affairs, Department of Commerce (Mar. 26, 2018) (online at
www.documentcloud.org/documents/4426785-commerce2018-03-26-2.html).
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Letter from Arthur E. Gary, General Counsel, Justice Management Division, Department of Justice, to
Ron Jarmin, Director, Census Bureau (Dec. 12, 2017) (online at www.documentcloud.org/documents/4340651Text-of-Dec-2017-DOJ-letter-to-Census.html).
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House Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related
Agencies, FY19 Budget Hearing: Department of Commerce, 115th Cong. (Mar. 20, 2018).
6
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform Democrats, Cummings Issues Statement Calling for
Hearings on Trump Administration Plan to Add Citizenship Question to Census (Mar. 27, 2018) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/cummings-issues-statement-calling-for-hearings-ontrumpadministration-plan-to).
7
Letter from Ranking Member Elijah E. Cummings et al., Committee on Oversight and Government
Reform, to Secretary Wilbur L. Ross, Jr., Department of Commerce, and Dr. Ron Jarmin, Ph.D., Acting Director,
Census Bureau (Apr. 4, 2018) (online at https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/20180404.%20EEC%20Maloney%20Norton%20Clay%20Connolly%20&%20Gomez%20to%20Commerce%20re.Cens_...
.pdf ); Letter from Ranking Member Elijah E. Cummings et al., Committee on Oversight and Government Reform,
to John Gore, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice (May 1, 2018) (online at
https://maloney.house.gov/sites/maloney.house.gov/files/2018-05-01.%20Dem.Members%20to%20DOJGore%20re.Citizenship%20Question-2020%20Decennial%20Census.pdf).
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Letter from Chairman Elijah E. Cummings, Committee on Oversight and Reform, to Secretary Wilbur L.
Ross, Jr., Department of Commerce (Jan. 8, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2019-01-08.EEC%20to%20RossDOC%20re%20Citizenship%20Question.pdf); Letter from Chairman Elijah E. Cummings, Committee on Oversight
and Reform, to John Gore, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice (Feb. 14, 2019)
(online at https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2019-02-14.EEC%20to%20GoreDOJ%20re%20Transcribed%20Interview%20Request_1.pdf).
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issued subpoenas to compel Attorney General Barr and Secretary Ross to produce key
documents. 9
The Committee also issued a subpoena to a DOJ official, John Gore, ordering his
deposition. Mr. Gore refused to appear, with DOJ stating that “the Attorney General has
determined that Mr. Gore will not appear” unless DOJ counsel was permitted to participate—in
direct violation of the Committee’s longstanding, bipartisan rules governing depositions. 10 DOJ
also claimed that the deposition of Mr. Gore “could compromise the integrity of ongoing
litigation in the Supreme Court.” 11
On June 12, 2019, the Committee voted on a bipartisan basis to hold Secretary Ross and
Attorney General Barr in contempt for withholding the subpoenaed documents. 12
The same day, the White House asserted executive privilege over each of the priority
documents identified in the Committee’s subpoenas. 13 In addition, the White House made a
“protective assertion of executive privilege” over all other documents responsive to the
9

Committee on Oversight and Reform, Business Meeting (Apr. 2, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/committee-approves-subpoenas-in-security-clearance-and-censusinvestigations).
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Letter from Stephen E. Boyd, Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice, to Chairman Elijah E.
Cummings, Committee on Oversight and Reform (Apr. 9, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2019-49%20HOGR%27s%20subpoena%20to%20John%20Gore%20%28CRT%29%20%20Cummings%20%234235573.pdf); see also Rule 15(e) of the Committee on Oversight and Reform, 116th Cong.
(“Witnesses may be accompanied at a deposition by counsel to advise them of their rights. No one may be present at
depositions except members, Committee staff designated by the Chair of the Committee or the Ranking Minority
Member of the Committee, an official reporter, the witness, and the witness’s counsel. Observers or counsel for
other persons, or for agencies under investigation, may not attend.”).
11
Letter from Stephen E. Boyd, Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice, to Chairman Elijah E.
Cummings, Committee on Oversight and Reform (Apr. 9, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2019-49%20HOGR%27s%20subpoena%20to%20John%20Gore%20%28CRT%29%20%20Cummings%20%234235573.pdf). As described later in this memorandum, the Committee followed up with
Mr. Gore on September 20, 2019, to clarify his position following the Supreme Court’s decision in the census
matter. In response, Mr. Gore’s attorney reiterated that Mr. Gore was bound by the Attorney General’s decision.
Letter from John D. Adams to Chairman Elijah E. Cummings, Committee on Oversight and Reform (Sept. 27, 2019)
(online at https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/9-27-2019%20Ltr.pdf).
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Committee on Oversight and Reform, Business Meeting (June 12, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/legislation/markups/a-resolution-recommending-that-the-house-of-representatives-findthe-attorney); Committee on Oversight and Reform, Resolution Recommending That The House Of Representatives
Find William P. Barr, Attorney General Of The United States, And Wilbur L. Ross, Jr., Secretary Of Commerce, In
Contempt Of Congress For Refusal To Comply With Subpoenas Duly Issued By The Committee On Oversight And
Reform, 116th Cong. (2019) (H. Rept. 116-125).
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Letter from Stephen E. Boyd, Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice, to Chairman Elijah E.
Cummings, Committee on Oversight and Reform (June 12, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2019-0612%20Census%20Documents%20Notification%20of%20Assertion%20%20Cummings_AS%20DISTRIBUTED_1.pdf).
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Committee’s subpoenas, including “tens of thousands of additional pages of documents” that the
Administration had “identified as responsive to the subpoena” and “had been planning to
produce.” The Administration claimed that this “protective” assertion was necessary to protect
“ongoing litigation,” even though the Supreme Court had ruled repeatedly that ongoing litigation
is not a legitimate reason to withhold information from Congress. 14 The Administration also
claimed this blanket assertion of privilege was needed to give the President “the ability to make a
final decision whether to assert privilege following a full review of these materials”—despite the
fact that the Administration had already been withholding these documents for several months. 15
On June 27, 2019, the Supreme Court ruled that Secretary Ross could not add the
citizenship question based on his “contrived” rationale. The Court found that “the decision to
reinstate a citizenship question cannot be adequately explained in terms of DOJ’s request for
improved citizenship data to better enforce the VRA.” The Court further found that “the
evidence tells a story that does not match the explanation the Secretary gave for his decision”
and that “the VRA enforcement rationale—the sole stated reason—seems to have been
contrived.” 16
Even after the Supreme Court ruled, however, Secretary Ross and Attorney General Barr
refused to produce the key documents subpoenaed by the Committee. As a result, Chairman
Cummings issued a statement warning: “I urge Attorney General Barr and Secretary Ross to
change course and produce the documents we have subpoenaed on a bipartisan basis, so the
House is not forced to hold them in contempt of Congress.” 17
On the evening of July 17, 2019, just prior to the House of Representatives’ contempt
vote, Attorney General Barr and Secretary Ross sent a letter to Speaker Nancy Pelosi opposing
the vote, but offering no documents. 18 That same day, the House of Representatives voted to
14

See Hutcheson v. United States, 369 U.S. 599 (1962) (“But surely a congressional committee which is
engaged in a legitimate legislative investigation need not grind to a halt whenever responses to its inquiries might
potentially be harmful to a witness in some distinct proceeding, Sinclair v. United States, supra, at 295, or when
crime or wrongdoing is disclosed, McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 179-180.”); Sinclair v. United States, 279
U.S. 263 (1929) (“It may be conceded that Congress is without authority to compel disclosure for the purpose of
aiding the prosecution of pending suits; but the authority of that body, directly or through its committees to require
pertinent disclosures in aid of its own constitutional power is not abridged because the information sought to be
elicited may also be of use in such suits.”).
15
Letter from Stephen E. Boyd, Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice, to Chairman Elijah E.
Cummings, Committee on Oversight and Reform (June 12, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2019-0612%20Census%20Documents%20Notification%20of%20Assertion%20%20Cummings_AS%20DISTRIBUTED_1.pdf).
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Department of Commerce v. New York, 139 S. Ct. 2551 (2019).
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Cummings Issues Statement on Executive Order on the Census, Committee on Oversight and Reform
(July 12, 2019) (online at https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/cummings-issues-statement-on-executiveorder-on-the-census).
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Letter from Secretary Wilbur L. Ross, Jr., Department of Commerce, and Attorney General William P.
Barr, Department of Justice, to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, House of Representatives (July 17, 2019) (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/2019-07-
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hold Attorney General Barr and Secretary Ross in criminal contempt of Congress. 19
Over the past three months, the White House has refused to narrow its baseless, blanket
“protective” assertion of executive privilege, which it claimed was necessary to give the
President time to “make a final decision whether to assert privilege following a full review of
these materials.” Secretary Ross and Attorney General Barr have also refused to produce any
additional documents in response to the Committee’s subpoenas.
The Administration has had ample opportunity to finalize any good faith privilege claims.
The Administration’s failure to do so confirms that it has abused privilege doctrines to
undermine Congressional authority.
II.

THE COMMITTEE’S ONGOING INVESTIGATION

Despite the Administration’s obstruction, the Committee has continued to seek to
determine why the Administration labored for two years to add the citizenship question, how
internal procedures at the Departments of Commerce and Justice failed to prevent the addition of
the question, why and how the Administration hid the true purpose of this effort behind a false
rationale, who else within and outside of the Administration was involved with these efforts, and
whether these concerns pose ongoing risks to an accurate and nonpartisan Census.
The Committee must complete its investigation in order to protect the integrity of the
2020 Census, to prevent the improper use of citizenship data being gathered pursuant to an
Executive Order issued by President Trump on July 11, 2019, and to ensure that the Executive
Branch does not seek to politicize the Census further. Because the Census Bureau has already
begun major field operations for the 2020 Census, 20 and the Census is scheduled to occur by
April 1, 2020, 21 any legislative reforms to safeguard this Census must be considered
immediately. This effort is also urgent because many of the same Administration officials who
pushed for the illegal citizenship question are still in place today and may be involved with
executing various components of the 2020 Census.
A.

Protecting the Integrity of the 2020 Census

The Administration has withheld information that the Committee needs to conduct
effective oversight and to assess the need for legislative reforms with respect to the 2020 Census.
The 2020 Census begins in Alaska on January 21, 2020, and in the rest of the country on April 1,
2020. 22 The Census is vitally important to communities across the United States because it will
17%20Barr%20and%20Ross%20to%20Pelosi.pdf).
19

H. Res. 497.
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Census Bureau, U.S. Census Bureau Announces the Start of First Major Field Operation for 2020
Census (Aug. 12, 2019) (online at www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2019/ad-can-launch.html).
21

Census Bureau, Census Day, One Year and Counting: April 1, 2019 (Apr. 1, 2019) (online at
www.census.gov/newsroom/stories/2019/census-day.html).
22

Why the U.S. Census Starts in Alaska’s Most Remote, Rural Villages, National Public Radio (Jan. 21,
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determine the allocation of hundreds of billions of dollars in federal funds and the apportionment
of every seat in the House of Representatives. 23
As part of this effort, key tasks will be overseen by the Department of Commerce. For
example, the Census Bureau is preparing for the first phase of its communications campaign,
which is essential to increasing participation among minority and hard-to-count populations that
are traditionally less likely to respond. 24 This effort is particularly important because the
Administration’s previous efforts to add the citizenship question may have already discouraged
some communities from participating. 25
The Census Bureau is also building technology systems that are supposed to protect
personal information. Dr. Steven Dillingham, the Director of the Census Bureau, testified on
July 24, 2019, that Census participants “must trust that we will protect the data they provide.” 26
The Census Bureau also plans to hire more than 500,000 temporary employees by April
1, 2020, to help people navigate online census forms and conduct follow-up to ensure that
individuals, including hard-to-count populations, are fully counted. 27
On July 24, 2019, the Subcommittee on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties held a hearing
with the Director of the Census Bureau entitled, “Beyond the Citizenship Question: Repairing
the Damage and Preparing to Count ‘We the People’ in 2020.” In his opening statement,
Subcommittee Chairman Jamie Raskin stated:
Although the move to impose the citizenship question has been rejected by the courts as
arbitrary and capricious, I fear that it may still be endangering the 2020 count. The
Bureau must take aggressive steps to repair the damage caused by the Administration’s

2019) (online at www.npr.org/2019/01/21/686963414/why-the-u-s-census-starts-in-alaskas-most-remote-ruralvillages).
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Census Bureau, Uses of Census Bureau Data in Federal Funds Distribution (Sept. 2017) (online at
www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial/2020/program-management/working-papers/Uses-of-CensusBureau-Data-in-Federal-Funds-Distribution.pdf).
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Census Bureau, Census Barriers, Attitudes, and Motivators Study Survey and Focus Groups Report
Findings Presentation (Feb. 1, 2019) (online at www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial/2020/programmanagement/pmr-materials/02-01-2019/pmr-cbams-comm-2019-02-01.pdf?#).
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Local Groups: ‘Damage Has Already Been Done’ By Census Citizenship Question, National Public
Radio (July 4, 2019) (online at www.npr.org/local/309/2019/07/04/738660741/local-groups-damage-has-alreadybeen-done-by-census-citizenship-question).
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Committee on Oversight and Reform, Subcommittee on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, Hearing on
Beyond the Citizenship Question: Repairing the Damage and Preparing to Count “We the People” in 2020 (July
24, 2019) (online at https://oversight.house.gov/legislation/hearings/beyond-the-citizenship-question-repairing-thedamage-and-preparing-to-count-we).
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The Census Bureau Needs to Hire Half a Million Workers for the 2020 Count, National Public Radio
(Jan. 28, 2019) (online at www.npr.org/2019/01/28/689237309/census-bureau-conducts-massive-recruiting-effortfor-2020-head-count).
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ill-considered campaign. 28
Congress has a constitutional responsibility to oversee the Executive Branch and to pass
laws that will promote an accurate enumeration. 29 In this case, there is clear and substantial
evidence of procedural defects relating to the Census and serious misconduct by senior
government officials, but the Committee is being blocked from determining the scope and nature
of those issues.
The Committee is concerned that the accuracy of the Census could be impaired if, for
example, responsible government entities continue to disclose inaccurate information, the Census
is vulnerable to ongoing politicization, or individuals who engaged in deliberate misconduct are
involved in executing key functions relating to the Census. The subpoenaed documents are
crucial to determining how these issues facilitated the prior maladministration and whether they
pose continuing risks. Among other evidence, the Administration has withheld Secretary Ross’
unredacted emails with his staff regarding his campaign to add the citizenship question—which
may shed light on the Department of Commerce’s internal procedures—as well as
communications involving DOJ, the Commerce Department, and the White House related to the
development of the false rationale of VRA enforcement.
B.

Investigating the False Rationale for the Citizenship Question

Contrary to Secretary Ross’ claim that he added the citizenship question “solely” at the
request of DOJ to help enforce the VRA, evidence obtained by the Committee suggests that the
Administration’s purpose may have been an unconstitutional effort to exclude immigrants for
purposes of legislative redistricting and apportionment.
The evidence shows that the Administration engaged in a concerted effort to add a
citizenship question months before DOJ sent its letter in December 2017. President Trump and
top White House advisors discussed adding a citizenship question just days after taking office,
and Secretary Ross began a secret campaign to add a citizenship question soon after he joined the
Administration in February 2017. Secretary Ross enlisted other Department of Commerce
officials in his efforts, including his Chief of Staff, his General Counsel, and the Director of
Policy, and these officials communicated with other agencies. Secretary Ross personally asked
Attorney General Jeff Sessions to request the citizenship question. Secretary Ross and other
officials then actively concealed their efforts.

28
Committee on Oversight and Reform, Subcommittee on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, Hearing on
Beyond the Citizenship Question: Repairing the Damage and Preparing to Count “We the People” in 2020 (July
24, 2019) (online at https://oversight.house.gov/legislation/hearings/beyond-the-citizenship-question-repairing-thedamage-and-preparing-to-count-we).
29
See U.S. Const., art. I, § 2; United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41 (1953) (Congress has the authority to
inform the public about the conduct of federal officials as they administer government); Watkins v. United States,
354 U.S. 178 (1957) (“The public is, of course, entitled to be informed concerning the workings of its
government.”); id (the informing function allows “Congress to inquire into and publicize corruption,
maladministration or inefficiency in agencies of the Government”).
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This evidence also indicates that Administration and Transition Team officials had been
in contact with a Republican gerrymandering expert, Thomas Hofeller, who wrote a secret study
in 2015 concluding that adding a citizenship question would be “advantageous to Republicans
and Non-Hispanic Whites.” Rather than helping to enforce to the VRA, Mr. Hofeller argued that
adding a citizenship question to the 2020 Census was a necessary step to excluding immigrants
from legislative redistricting. 30
Similarly, in April 2017, Secretary Ross spoke with Kris Kobach at the direction of Steve
Bannon. Mr. Kobach later wrote to Secretary Ross urging him to add a citizenship question,
writing that it was “essential” to address “the problem that aliens who do not actually ‘reside’ in
the United States are still counted for congressional apportionment purposes.” 31
Over the last several months, the Committee has continued to investigate these issues,
and the Committee’s efforts have uncovered new information. However, the Administration’s
obstruction has hindered the Committee’s ability to conduct a full and thorough investigation.
On June 18, 2019, the Committee requested documents from Mark Neuman, a member of
President Trump’s Transition Team who had direct contact with Mr. Hofeller regarding the
citizenship question. 32 In 2017, Mr. Neuman advised Secretary Ross on the citizenship question
and had extensive contact with senior Commerce Department officials, including Peter
Davidson, the Commerce Department’s General Counsel; James Uthmeier, an advisor to the
Secretary and the General Counsel; and Earl Comstock, the Director of the Office of Policy and
Strategic Planning. 33
The Committee’s June 18, 2019, letter requested Mr. Neuman’s communications about
the citizenship question with Mr. Hofeller, Mr. Gore, the Transition Team, the Trump
Administration, and others. 34
On July 2, 2019, Mr. Neuman produced previously undisclosed documents to the
Committee. These documents confirmed that he had direct communications about the
citizenship question with Mr. Hofeller, as well as with Dale Oldham, a Republican
gerrymandering attorney who was Mr. Hofeller’s business partner.

30

Thomas Hofeller, The Use of Citizen Voting Age Population in Redistricting (2015) (online at
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/6111284/May-31-2019-Unredacted-Exhibits.pdf).
31
Email from Kris Kobach, Kansas Secretary of State, to Secretary Wilbur L. Ross, Jr., Department of
Commerce (July 14, 2017) (online at https://apps.npr.org/documents/document.html?id=4500011-1-18-Cv-02921Administrative-Record#document/p776/a428457).
32

Deposition of A. Mark Neuman, Civ. No. 8:18-cv-01041-GJH (D. Md. Oct. 28, 2018).

33

See, e.g., Email from Mark Neuman to Earl Comstock, Director, Office of Policy and Strategic Planning,
Department of Commerce (Apr. 14, 2017).
34

Letter from Chairman Elijah E. Cummings, Committee on Oversight and Reform, to Mark Neuman (June
18, 2019) (online at https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/documents/2019-0618.EEC%20to%20Neuman%20re%20Census%20REDACTED.pdf).
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For example, on August 30, 2017, Mr. Neuman sent an email asking Mr. Hofeller to
review language for a letter Mr. Neuman was drafting to request the addition of a citizenship
question. The letter was addressed from DOJ to the Director of the Census Bureau and argued
that data from a citizenship question was needed to ensure “compliance with requirements of
the Voting Rights Act and its application in legislative redistricting.”35 The language that Mr.
Neuman sent to Mr. Hofeller comprised part of that draft letter. It stated:
We understand that the Bureau personnel may believe that ACS [American Community
Survey] data on citizenship was sufficient for redistricting purposes. We wanted the
Bureau to be aware that two recent Court cases have underscored that ACS data is not
viable and/or sufficient for purposes of redistricting. 36
Mr. Neuman wrote: “Please make certain that this language is correct. Dale doesn’t
return my calls.” 37 The same day, Mr. Hofeller replied: “Dale Just read it, and says it is fine as
written.” 38
On October 6, 2017, Mr. Neuman sent his draft letter—including the language approved
by Mr. Hofeller and Mr. Oldham—to Mr. Gore at DOJ via text message. 39
Around the same date, Mr. Neuman met with Mr. Gore. Documents previously obtained
by the Committee show that Mr. Neuman provided a “readout of his meeting” to Mr. Davidson,
who then briefed Secretary Ross. 40 Mr. Davidson then sent a text message to Mr. Neuman
referring to Secretary Ross, stating, “He appreciated the update and your help.” 41

35
Draft Letter from Department of Justice to John H. Thompson, Director, Census Bureau (online at
https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/HOGR-Census-02122019-001371.pdf).
36

Email from Mark Neuman to Thomas Hofeller (Aug. 30, 2017) (online at
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Mr. Neuman’s text messages with Mr. Gore and Mr. Davidson were not produced to the
Committee by DOJ or the Department of Commerce.
In addition, on June 18, 2019, the Committee requested documents from Christa Jones,
the Chief of Staff at the Census Bureau, after news reports indicated that she had direct
communications with Mr. Hofeller as far back as 2015. 42 According to an email obtained by a
news organization, Ms. Jones emailed Mr. Hofeller from her personal email address in 2015
regarding the Census Bureau’s effort to “evaluate and compare different census content … prior
to making final decisions about the content in the 2020 Census.” She wrote to Mr. Hofeller:
“This can also be an opportunity to mention citizenship as well.” 43
In response to the Committee’s request for certain documents and communications from
January 2014 through June 2019, Ms. Jones and the Department of Commerce produced to the
Committee a limited set of redacted emails from Ms. Jones’ official and personal accounts.
These productions were incomplete. Neither the Department nor Ms. Jones produced emails
from earlier than 2018, even though Ms. Jones worked at the Census Bureau for many years and
communicated with Mr. Hofeller in 2015 and earlier.
Ms. Jones appeared for a transcribed interview on July 31, 2019. In that interview, she
stated that she had known Mr. Hofeller for many years and that he had raised the topic of adding
a citizenship question during a conversation in 2014. Ms. Jones recalled that Mr. Hofeller
expressed interest in using the citizenship question for “the Republican redistricting effort.” She
recalled telling Mr. Hofeller that a citizenship question “would have a negative impact on the
response rate to the census, and that the Census Bureau would be concerned about the impacts to
the nonresponse follow-up and the differential undercount.” 44
Ms. Jones explained that in 2015, she contacted Mr. Hofeller about the “opportunity to
mention citizenship” in response to a request for comments from the Census Bureau because she
was aware of his interest in the issue as a leader in the “Republican redistricting community.” 45
Ms. Jones told Committee staff that she also knew Mr. Hofeller’s partner, Dale Oldham,
for many years, and that he had advocated for a citizenship question for purposes of redistricting
and apportionment “[p]robably more times than I can remember.” 46
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Ms. Jones stated that she was not involved in efforts at the Department of Commerce to
add a citizenship question to the 2020 Census and that when she learned of these efforts from
news reports in December 2017, she felt “concern for the census and the Census Bureau”
because the citizenship question was a “late design change” that could hurt response rates and
lead to a differential undercount. 47
C.

Evaluating the President’s Executive Order

On July 11, 2019, President Trump announced that the Administration would follow the
Supreme Court’s decision and refrain from adding the citizenship question to the 2020 Census.
However, he also issued a new Executive Order requiring the Census Bureau to collect
citizenship data through other means.
According to the Executive Order, the purpose of collecting this information is, in part, to
allow “States to design State and local legislative districts based on the population of votereligible citizens.” 48 When announcing the Executive Order, the President explained that the
citizenship information was “relevant to administering our elections.” He also noted, “Some
states may want to draw state and local legislative districts based upon the voter-eligible
population.” 49
The President’s Executive Order and his announcement appear to contradict multiple,
repeated statements from Secretary Ross and other Administration officials claiming that they
never had any plans to seek citizenship information for the purpose of legislative apportionment.
For example, during the Committee’s hearing on March 14, 2019, Chairman Cummings
had the following exchange with Secretary Ross:
Chairman:

And it is your testimony today, sir, that your interest in the
citizenship question had nothing to do with counting
undocumented immigrants for apportionment purposes?

Secretary Ross:

No, sir, it did not. 50

On September 6, 2019, the Census Bureau stated that an interagency working group had
already been formed and that it would announce a plan for the release of additional
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administrative citizenship data on March 31, 2020—the day before Census Day. 51
If the Administration is now attempting to do what it claimed repeatedly it had no
intention of doing, these actions raise serious questions about the true purposes behind the
Executive Order and the implementation of the 2020 Census itself.
D.

Impact of Obstruction on Potential Legislative Efforts

The Committee may consider a wide range of legislative reforms based on information it
is seeking as part of its investigation. In order to protect the 2020 Census, such reforms must be
considered, voted on, and implemented well in advance of Census Day on April 1, 2020. The
Committee’s efforts, however, are being hampered by the Trump Administration’s refusal to
produce the documents under subpoena, thereby limiting the information Congress may consider
as part of its work.
For example, depending on what the documents reveal concerning the process for
soliciting and evaluating input with respect to the citizenship question, Congress could enhance
current requirements for reporting new Census questions and topics to Congress; add
requirements for testing new Census questions or prohibit certain types of questions; require
disclosure when Census questions or other actions relating to the Census are proposed by third
parties; require disclosures of the identities of outside individuals, entities, or government
agencies and officials that the Commerce Department consults in connection with the Census; or
make disclosure requirements judicially enforceable. 52
Depending on what the documents reveal concerning the source and extent of political
influences on the development of the citizenship question, Congress could prohibit the
Commerce Department from taking steps based solely on outside entities’ requests, prohibit the
Census Bureau from collecting or releasing data from the Department of Homeland Security,
increase penalties for unlawful use of Census data, or prohibit the collection or release of
citizenship data for legislative apportionment purposes. 53 If the evidence demonstrates severe
malfeasance and deception, Congress could revisit the Census Act’s broad delegation of
authority to the Secretary of Commerce.
Depending on what the documents reveal regarding the Commerce Department’s efforts
to further the accuracy of the enumeration, Congress could consider legislation to ensure the
Census Bureau hires the workers needed for an accurate count, including requiring certain
language thresholds. Congress also could mandate the hiring of additional personnel, require
51
Census Bureau, Census Bureau Citizenship Data Research and Product Development (Sept. 6, 2019)
(online at www.documentcloud.org/documents/6386176-Census-Bureau-Citizenship-Data-Researchand.html#document/p7/a523902).
52
See, e.g., H.R. 732 (prohibiting the Department of Commerce from making changes to the decennial
census without adequate testing and notice to Congress); H.R. 1734 (prohibiting questions regarding “citizenship,
nationality, or immigration status” on “any decennial census,” excluding the American Community Survey).
53

See, e.g., H.Amdt. 401 to H.R. 3055 (providing that “no Census Bureau funds may be used in violation
of the Bureau's confidentiality policies”); S. 2068 (prohibiting the Census Bureau from “including citizenship data in
the legislative redistricting data prepared by the Bureau”).
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more interagency resource-sharing, or require consultation with career Census Bureau officials at
various stages of proposed procedural changes.
Based on the extent of damage caused by the Administration’s actions, Congress may
determine that additional funding or legislative direction is necessary to carry out a robust and
effective communications plan to encourage participation in the 2020 Census. Legislation could
increase funding for communications, require that the Census Bureau launch a media campaign
in languages other than English, or require the Bureau to use additional media platforms to reach
hard-to-count populations.
To be effective, many of these steps must be implemented quickly. The Committee
therefore seeks to review and assess evidence that will help the Committee understand what steps
are necessary.
III.

ADDITIONAL OBSTRUCTION BY THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION

In addition to withholding key documents that have been subpoenaed by the Committee,
the Trump Administration is also blocking the production of documents from the Transition
Team and continuing to refuse to allow DOJ official John Gore to be deposed.
A.

White House Blocking Transition Team Documents

On June 18, 2019, the Committee sent a request for documents to the Transition Team
with a due date of July 2, 2019. 54 The letter followed admissions from several former Transition
Team members that they discussed adding a citizenship question during the Trump campaign
and transition.
For example, Mark Neuman testified in separate proceedings that he had discussions on
this topic during the transition, including with Thomas Hofeller. 55
In addition, former Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach, who advised both the
campaign and the Transition Team on immigration policy, told Committee staff in an interview,
“I certainly discussed the issue with people during the campaign.” He also said it was “possible”
he had such discussions during the transition. 56
Gene Hamilton, another former member of the Transition Team and now a senior
immigration advisor in the Trump Administration, told Committee staff that Mr. Kobach
contacted him in “early November of 2016” to discuss proposals regarding the citizenship
54
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Trustee and Executive Director, Trump for America, Inc. (June 18, 2019) (online at
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question. 57
The Committee’s June 18, 2019, letter sought all Transition Team documents and
communications relating to the citizenship question, including those involving Mr. Hofeller, Mr.
Kobach, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Neuman, and others.
The Transition Team identified responsive documents prior to the July 2, 2019, deadline.
These documents were due more than four months ago, but the Transition Team has not
produced a single one to the Committee. When Committee staff followed up, the Transition
Team stated that the documents had been sent to the White House Counsel’s Office for review
for “potential Executive Branch equities or confidentiality interests.” 58
The White House has had these documents since July, but has refused to clear any of
them for production—even though the Committee’s request is for documents from the period
before President Trump took office. Neither the Transition Team nor the White House has cited
any valid legal authority to withhold transition documents from the Committee. To the contrary,
a federal court that recently examined the applicability of executive privilege over Trump
Transition Team materials confirmed that “no court has ever recognized that this privilege
applies before a president takes office.” 59
B.

DOJ Blocking Deposition with John Gore

After the Supreme Court issued its ruling in Department of Commerce v. New York, the
Committee continued to seek a deposition with John Gore pursuant to the Committee’s April 2,
2019, subpoena, but Mr. Gore has continued to refuse to appear at the instruction of Attorney
General Barr.
Chairman Cummings first wrote to DOJ to request a voluntary transcribed interview of
Mr. Gore on February 14, 2019. 60 During the interview on March 7, 2019, DOJ counsel directed
Mr. Gore not to answer more than 150 questions about the addition of the citizenship question.
Department counsel cited “ongoing litigation” and “other executive branch confidentiality
interests.” 61
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Over the next month, the Committee sought to have Mr. Gore return voluntarily to
answer the questions he refused to answer during his interview with the Committee. 62 However,
DOJ declined to make Mr. Gore available. 63
On April 2, 2019, the Committee voted on a bipartisan basis to authorize a subpoena
compelling Mr. Gore to testify. 64 However, prior to the deposition, DOJ wrote to the Committee
that Attorney General Barr personally directed Mr. Gore not to comply with the subpoena and
not to appear for the deposition, citing opposition to the Committee’s longstanding rule
prohibiting agency counsel from attending depositions. 65
In response, on April 10, 2019, the Committee wrote to Attorney General Barr that he
appeared to be “instructing Mr. Gore to defy a duly authorized congressional subpoena approved
by the Committee on a bipartisan basis,” as well as the Committee’s rules. However, the
Committee offered to accommodate DOJ’s interests in protecting any valid privilege by making
a separate room available at the Committee’s offices for DOJ counsel during the deposition and
permitting Mr. Gore or his counsel to request a break to consult with DOJ counsel. 66 The
Committee also agreed to postpone the deposition at the request of Mr. Gore’s personal counsel.
On April 24, 2019, DOJ wrote a letter reiterating the Attorney General’s instruction to
Mr. Gore to defy the Committee’s subpoena. 67 On April 25, 2019, Mr. Gore failed to appear for
his deposition.
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On June 6, 2019, DOJ once again refused to allow Mr. Gore to sit for a deposition
consistent with Committee rules. 68
After the Supreme Court decision, on September 20, 2019, the Committee sent another
letter to Mr. Gore seeking compliance with the bipartisan subpoena issued on April 2, 2019, for a
deposition. The letter noted the Supreme Court’s ruling and explained that the Committee’s
investigation is “urgent in light of the ongoing preparations for the 2020 Census.” 69
On September 27, 2019, Mr. Gore’s attorney responded that Mr. Gore “remains unable to
be deposed.” The letter explained that the “Justice Department has confirmed to Mr. Gore that
Attorney General Barr maintains his prior instruction” prohibiting Mr. Gore from complying
with the Committee’s subpoena due to the Attorney General’s disagreement with longstanding
Committee rules prohibiting agency counsel at depositions.70
***
As Chairman Cummings recognized, ensuring an accurate, nonpartisan enumeration is
among Congress’ most fundamental responsibilities under the Constitution. Despite ongoing
obstruction by Attorney General Barr, Secretary Ross, and other Administration officials, the
Committee’s urgent investigation into the manipulation of the 2020 Census continues.
Committee Members will continue to receive updates on the progress of this investigation to
inform Congress’ legislative work.
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